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July Meeting
July Meeting
We had Sally Sibley, Sally Metcalf, Jonathan Metclaf and Colin Sibley volunteers from The National Trust.
The subject was the history and treasure from Sutton Hoo Sally's presentation was magnificent taking us back to the
building of Sutton Hoo House, later to become the house and home of Edith Pretty.

The excavations were initiated by local landowner Mrs Edith Pretty, who lived in Tranmer House, which overlooked the burial site.
Mrs Pretty had spiritualist leanings, and it is said that she became convinced there was treasure in the ancient
burial mound because of her involvement with the Spiritual movement, a clairvoyant saw and heard the funeral
procession. She also claimed that one evening while looking out of windows she saw the figure of an armed
warrior standing on the mound in the twilight.
There is also tales that she employed a dowser who divined gold in the mound. Over a number of years Mrs
Pretty became increasingly concerned with the history of her land and what lay beneath it.
On the advice of Guy Maynard, at Ipswich Museum, she took on Basil Brown from Rickinghall - “a local
archaeologist of no formal education” - and he began to dig with the help of her gardener, John Jacobs, and
gamekeeper, William Spooner.
It was an informal affair which would have outraged the officials from the British Museum had they known
about it. Indeed when the find was announced they wasted no time sweeping into Suffolk and taking charge,
they tried to push out Basil, even though Basil Brown had done a fine job up until that point. Mrs Pretty was
having none of it and insisted Basil be kept on.
The first tentative explorations were undertaken in 1937, which were followed by a more substantial dig in the
summer of 1938, when Basil Brown took charge of the operation. Mrs Pretty suggested that he start digging at
Mound One, one of the largest. The mound had obviously been disturbed, and in consultation with Ipswich
Museum, Brown decided instead to open three smaller mounds during 1938.

One of these, Mound Two, contained the remains of a ship burial, but grave robbers had destroyed much of the
boat in antiquity and looted its contents. The few tantalising fragments that remained suggested it had been a
richly furnished male burial from the early seventh century. All the mounds opened in 1938 had been looted. As
Sally had stated The rotten Tudors were possibly responsable trying to find gold for their coffers.
The complexity of the workmanship on the small ornaments they did recover suggested that these had been the
graves of important pagan Anglo-Saxons. The finds proved archaeologically interesting but gave little hint of
the riches to come. Mrs Pretty donated the treasures from the season's dig to Ipswich Museum and with Basil
Brown's help proposed a new, much larger, dig for the following year.
In May 1939, Brown began work. Driving a trench from the east end he soon discovered ship-rivets in position,
and the colossal size of the find began to dawn on them. After weeks of patiently clearing out earth from within
the ship's hull there, laid out before them, was the remains of a 27 metre long ship and the undisturbed remains
of a burial chamber of what is now thought to be Raedwald, Anglo-Saxon king of East Anglia. It lay beneath
the exact spot where Mrs Pretty had told him to dig a year previously.
“Over the weeks they gradually excavate from the bow end into the heart of the ship. He expects the ship to
start getting narrower but instead it gets wider and wider and he has to expand the trench to accommodate it. It
is at this stage that they start to realise what a major find they have uncovered.”
Realising the importance of the discovery, they contact an expert on the Isle of Man who informs Charles
Phillips of Cambridge University, of the find and then arrives on site to take over the excavation. Before long a
breathtaking array of treasures was uncovered, the most impressive being the numerous large gold ornaments of
the finest workmanship. It was to become one of the richest graves ever excavated in Europe.
For many people much of the attraction of the Sutton Hoo find lies with the funerary treasures recovered from
the 1939 dig. Although the wood and the iron had been reduced to discoloured sandy images in the earth, the
exquisite objects made from bronze, gold and garnet remain unaffected by the passage of time. They are
testament to the skilled craftsmen who created these timeless treasures - working without the aid of micro-tools
or modern magnifying lenses, they created some of the worlds most complex and beautiful pieces of jewellery.
Most notably the Shoulder Clasps which even the most up to date jeweller with all the latest tools could not
reconstruct to the original standard.
The most famous item recovered, the Sutton Hoo helmet, has become one of the iconic images of British
history. Other finds within the ship burial included a spectacular gold and garnet belt, gold buckles, sword
handles and ornate golden shield bosses.
The fact that these items now reside in the British Museum is part of a long running feud between the people of
Suffolk and the museum authorities - a dispute which dates back to June 1939 when Charles Phillips, an
experienced archaeologist and lecturer at Selwyn College, Cambridge, took over the dig from Basil Brown. The
inquest stated the treasure was not treasure trove and thus belonged to the land owner Mrs Pretty who
generously donated the whole treasure to the Brish museum. Sally and friends were warmly applauded for a
fantastic incite into the Sutton Hoo Story. Still going on.

Find of the month
The entries in the July find of the month competition were as follows;
1
2
3
4

Commonwealth Half Groat
Alexander III Half Penny, 2nd Coinage
Henry VI Penny, London Mint
Iron Age Strap Slide

The worthy winners were:
Best Artefact: No. 4

Best Coin: No.2

Melvin Godard

Rob Webster

Iron Age Strap Slide

Alexander III Half Penny, 2nd Coinage

August Meeting
The next meeing to be held on Tuesday August 28th
The guest speaker will be John Norman subject to be announced, will be good though

